We describe a new class of learning models called memory networks. Memory networks reason with inference components combined with a long-term memory component; they learn how to use these jointly. The long-term memory can be read and written to, with the goal of using it for prediction. We investigate these models in the context of question answering (QA) where the long-term memory effectively acts as a (dynamic) knowledge base, and the output is a textual response. We evaluate them on a large-scale QA task, and a smaller, but more complex, toy task generated from a simulated world. In the latter, we show the reasoning power of such models by chaining multiple supporting sentences to answer questions that require understanding the intension of verbs.
Introduction
Most machine learning models lack an easy way to read and write to part of a (potentially very large) long-term memory component, and to combine this seamlessly with inference. Hence, they do not take advantage of one of the great assets of a modern day computer. For example, consider the task of being told a set of facts or a story, and then having to answer questions on that subject. In principle this could be achieved by a language modeler such as a recurrent neural network (RNN) [5] , as these models are trained to predict the next (set of) word(s) to output after having read a stream of words. However, their memory (encoded by hidden states and weights) is typically too small, and is not compartmentalized enough to accurately remember facts from the past (knowledge is compressed into dense vectors). The situation is similar in the vision and audio domains, e.g. a long term memory is required to watch a movie and answer questions about it.
In this work, we introduce a class of models called memory networks that attempt to rectify this problem. The central idea is to combine the successful learning strategies developed in the machine learning literature for inference with a memory component that can be read and written to. The model is then trained to learn how to operate effectively with the memory component. We introduce the general framework in Section 2, and present a first implementation in the text domain for the task of question answering along with preliminary experiments in Section 3 and 4 respectively.
Memory Networks
A memory network consists of a memory m (an array indexed by m i ) and four (potentially learned) components I, G, O and R as follows: I: (input feature map) -converts the incoming input to the internal feature representation. G: (generalization) -updates old memories given the new input. O: (output feature map) -produces a new output (in the feature representation space), given the new input and the current memory. R: (response) -converts the output into the response format desired. For example, a textual response or an action.
The flow of the model at prediction time is as follows, given an input x (e.g. a sentence, an image or audio signal):
1. Convert x to an internal feature representation I(x). Memory networks cover a wide class of possible implementations. The components I, G, O and R can potentially use any existing ideas from the machine learning literature, e.g. make use of your favorite models (SVMs, decision trees, etc.).
I component: I can make use of standard pre-processing, e.g. parsing, coreference and entity resolution for text inputs. It could also encode the input into an internal feature representation, e.g. convert from text to a sparse or dense feature vector.
G component: The simplest form of G is to store x in a "slot" in the memory:
where S(.) is a function selecting the slot. That is, G updates the index S(x) of m, but all other parts of the memory remain untouched. More complicated variants of G could go back and update earlier stored memories (potentially, all memories) based on the new evidence from the current input x. If the input was at the character or word level one could group inputs (i.e. by segmenting them into chunks) and store each chunk in a memory slot.
Efficiency for Large Memory Sizes: If the memory is huge (e.g., consider all of Freebase or Wikipedia) one needs to organize the memories. This can be achieved with the slot choosing function S just described: for example, it could be designed, or learnt, to store memories by entity or topic. Consequently, for efficiency at scale, G and O need not operate on all memories: they could operate on only a retrieved subset of candidates (only operating on memories that are on the right topic).
Forgetting: If the memory becomes full, a procedure for "forgetting" can also be implemented by S as it chooses which memory is replaced, e.g. S could score the utility of each memory, and overwrite the least useful.
One particular instantiation of a memory network is where the components are neural networks. We refer to these as memory neural networks (MemNNs). In the next section we describe a relatively simple implementation of a MemNN with textual input and output.
A MemNN Implementation For Text
We now describe a MemNN architecture developed for QA. The I module takes an input text, assumed to be a sentence: either the statement of a fact, or a question to be answered by the system. This is stored in the next available memory slot in its original form i.e. S(x) returns the next empty memory slot N : m N = x, N = N + 1. The G module is only used to store this new memory, i.e. old memories are not updated.
The core of inference is in the O and R modules. The O module produces output features by finding k supporting memories given x. We use k = 2, but the procedure is generalizable to larger k. For k = 1 the highest scoring supporting memory is retrieved with:
where s O is a function that scores the match between the pair of memories (sentences) m N and m i . For k = 2 we find a second supporting memory given the first found in the previous iteration:
where the candidate supporting memory m i is now scored with respect to both the original input and the first supporting memory, where square brackets denote a list. The final output o is [m N , m o1 , m o2 ], which is input to the module R. R needs to produce a textual response r. The simplest response is to return m o2 (or m o1 ), i.e. to output a previously uttered sentence. To perform sentence generation, one could employ an RNN. We consider a compromise approach where we limit textual responses to be a single word (out of all the words seen by the model):
where W is the set of all words in the dictionary, and s R is a network that scores the match. In our experiments, s O and s R have the same form, that of an embedding model:
where U is a n × D matrix where D is the number of features and n is the embedding dimension (we use n = 128). The role of Φ x and Φ y is to map the original text to the D-dimensional feature space. The simplest feature space to choose is a bag of words representation, we choose D = 3|W | for s O , i.e. every word in the dictionary has three different representations: one for Φ y (.) and two for Φ x (.) depending on whether the words of the input arguments are from the actual input m N or from the supporting memories m o1 so that they can be modeled differently. 1 Similarly, we used D = 3|W | for s R as well. s O and s R use different weight matrices U .
Modeling Write Time
We can extend our model to take into account when a memory slot was written to. This is not important when answering questions about fixed facts ("What is the capital of France?") but is important when answering questions about a story, see e.g. Figure 1 . One obvious way to implement this is to add extra features to the representations Φ x and Φ y that encode the index j of a given memory m j , assuming that j follows write time (i.e. no memory slot rewriting). However, that requires dealing with absolute rather than relative time. We had more success empirically with the following procedure: instead of scoring input, candidate pairs with s as above, learn a function on triples s O (x, y, y ′ ): 1) and (2) are replaced by a loop over memories i, keeping the winning memory (y or y ′ ) at each step, and always comparing the current winner to the next memory m i . This procedure is equivalent to the argmax before if the time features are removed.
Modeling Previously Unseen Words
Even for humans who have read a lot of text, new words are continuously introduced. For example, the first time the word "Boromir" appears in Lord of The Rings [7] . How should a machine learning model deal with this? Ideally it should work having seen only one example. A possible way would be to use a language model: given the neighboring words, predict what the word should be, and assume the new word is similar to that. Our proposed approach takes this idea, but incorporates it into our networks s O and s R , rather than as a separate step.
Concretely, for each word we see, we store a bag of words it has co-occurred with, one bag for the left context, and one for the right. Any unknown word can be represented with such features. Hence, we increase our feature representation D from 3|W | to 5|W | to model these contexts (|W | features for each bag). Our model learns to deal with new words during training using a kind of "dropout" technique: sometimes we pretend we have not seen a word before, and hence do not have a d-dimensional embedding for that word, and represent it with the context instead.
Exact Matches and Unseen Words
Embedding models cannot efficiently use exact word matches due to the low dimensionality d. One solution is to score a pair x, y with
instead. That is, add the "bag of words" matching score to the learnt embedding score (with a mixing parameter λ). Another, related way, that we propose is to stay in the d-dimensional embedding space, but to extend the feature representation D with matching features, e.g. one per word. A matching feature indicates if a word occurs in both x and y. That is, we score with Φ
where Φ y is actually built conditionally on x: if some of the words in y match the words in x we set those matching features to 1. Unseen words can be modeled similarly by using matching features on their context words. This then gives a feature space of D = 8|W |. 
Experiments

Large-scale QA
We perform experiments on the QA dataset introduced in [4] . It consists of 14M statements, stored as (subject, relation, object) triples, which are stored as memories in the MemNN model. The triples are REVERB extractions mined from the ClueWeb09 corpus and cover diverse topics such as (milne, authored, winnie-the-pooh) and (sheep, be-afraid-of, wolf ). Following [4, 3] , training combines pseudo-labeled QA pairs made of a question and an associated triple, and 35M pairs of paraphrased questions from WikiAnswers like "Who wrote the Winnie the Pooh books?" and "Who is poohs creator?".
We performed experiments in the framework of re-ranking the top returned candidate answers by several systems over the test set, following [3] . We used a MemNN model of Section 3 with a k = 1 supporting memory, which ends up being similar to the approach of [3] . 2 We also tried adding the bag of words features of Section 3.3 as well. Time and unseen word modeling were not used. Training is performed with the margin ranking loss and stochastic gradient descent. Results are given in Table 1 . The results show that MemNN architecture makes a viable approach for large scale QA. Table 2 . Test error on the simulation QA task.
Simulated World QA
Similar to the approach of [2] we also built a simple simulation of 4 characters, 4 objects and 4 rooms -with characters moving around, picking up and dropping objects. The actions are transcribed into text using a simple automated grammar, and labeled questions are generated in a similar way. This gives a QA task on simple "stories" such as in Figure 1 . We generated 10k sentences and 10k questions from the simulator for training, and an identical number for testing and compare MemNNs to RNNs on this task. The difficulty of the task is that multiple sentences have to be used to do inference when asking where an object is, e.g. to answer where is the milk in Figure 1 one has to understand the meaning of the actions "picked up" and "left" and the influence of their relative order.
We control the complexity of the task by setting a limit on the number of time steps in the past the entity we ask the question about was last mentioned. We try two experiments: using a limit of 1, and of 5, i.e. if the limit is 5 then we pick a random sentence between 1-5 time steps in the past. If this chosen sentence only mentions an actor, e.g. "Bill is in the kitchen" then we generate the question "where is Bill?". If the sentence mentions an object, e.g. "Bill dropped the football" then we ask the question "where is the football?". Note that in the object case the supporting statements necessary to deduce the answer may not lie in the last 5 sentences, e.g. in this example the answer depends on other sentences to find out where Bill actually was when he dropped the football. In fact, in the dataset we generated necessary supporting statements can be up to 65 sentences before (but are usually closer). For that reason, we also conducted two further types of experiments: where we only ask questions about actors (easier) and about actors and objects (harder). The supporting sentences are labeled as such in the training data for MemNN training (i.e., this is a fully supervised setting). That is, during training we know the best choice of max functions in eq.
(1) and (2) . Note that RNN training does not take advantage of this information. For the RNN, we use a standard Elman network for language modeling tasks with backpropagation through time [5] , optimizing the hyperparameters: size of the hidden layer, bptt steps, and learning rate for each dataset.
The results are given in Table 2 . For the simpler actor-only task, the RNN solves the difficulty level 1 task, but performs much worse on the difficulty 5 task. MemNNs without time features also perform badly, as they have no notion of what is the most recent utterance, but still outperform RNNs on the difficulty 5 actor only task (although they do not completely solve the difficulty 1 task). This demonstrates that the poor performance of the RNN on the task with at most 5 past sentences to cover is due to its failure to encode long(er)-term memory. This would likely deteriorate even further with higher difficulty levels (distances). The MemNN does not have this memory limitation and its mistakes are instead due to incorrect usage of its memory, when the wrong statement is picked by s O (due to lack of notion of time, e.g. a statement about Bill's whereabouts is picked but he has since moved). Using the time features allows to fix this efficiently. Further, results on the harder actor+object task indicate that MemNN also successfully perform 2-stage inference using k = 2, whereas RNNs or MemNNs without such inference (with k = 1) fail.
QA with Previously Unseen Words
We then tested the ability of MemNNs to deal with previously unseen words at test time using the unseen word modeling approach of Section 3.2 and 3.3. We trained the MemNN on the same simulated dataset as before and test on the story given in Figure 2 . This story is generated using the same constraints as the one of the previous section, except that the nouns are unknowns to the system at training time. Despite never seeing any of the Lord of The Rings specific words before (e.g., Bilbo, Frodo, Sauron, Gollum, Shire and Mount-Doom), MemNNs are able to correctly answer the questions.
MemNNs can discover simple linguitic patterns based on verbal forms such as (X, dropped, Y), (X, took, Y) or (X, journeyed to, Y) and can successfully generalize the meaning of their instantiations using unknown words to perform 2-stage inference. Without the unseen word modeling described in Section 3.2, they completely fail on this task.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we introduced a powerful class of models, memory networks, and showed one instantiation for QA. Future work should develop MemNNs for text further, evaluating them on harder QA and open-domain machine comprehension tasks [6] . More sophisticated architectures should be explored, e.g. using memory management via G. We believe this class of models is much richer than the one specific variant we detail here, and that we have currently only explored one specific variant of memory networks. For example we see [1] as a particular variant of MemNNs for machine translation, where in that case the memory only extends back a single sentence. Memory networks should be applied to other text tasks, and other domains, such as vision, as well.
